Abstract-Ultrasound image quality is often inherently limited by the physical dimensions of the imaging transducer. We hypothesize that, by collecting synthetic aperture data sets over a range of aperture positions while precisely tracking the position and orientation of the transducer, we can synthesize large effective apertures to produce images with improved resolution and target detectability. We analyze the two largest limiting factors for coherent signal summation: aberration and mechanical uncertainty. Using an excised canine abdominal wall as a model phase screen, we experimentally observed an effective arrival time error ranging from 18.3 ns to 58 ns (root-mean-square error) across the swept positions. Through this clutter-generating tissue, we observed a 72.9% improvement in resolution with only a 3.75 dB increase in side lobe amplitude compared to the control case. We present a simulation model to study the effect of calibration and mechanical jitter errors on the synthesized point spread function. The relative effects of these errors in each imaging dimension are explored, showing the importance of orientation relative to the point spread function. We present a prototype device for performing swept synthetic aperture imaging using a conventional 1-D array transducer and ultrasound research scanner. Point target reconstruction error for a 44.2 degree sweep shows a reconstruction precision of 82.8 and 17.8 in the lateral and axial dimensions respectively, within the acceptable performance bounds of the simulation model. Improvements in resolution, contrast and contrast-to-noise ratio are demonstrated in vivo and in a fetal phantom.
commonly limited by the cost and complication of constructing large channel count arrays. Synthesizing a large aperture by moving a smaller active aperture, either electronically or mechanically, can overcome this limitation given precise knowledge of the relative aperture positions.
The first B-mode ultrasound images were formed using a single focused element connected to a moving stage or an articulating arm that swept the probe over the scanning area to form an image, enlarging the FOV from a single scan line to a scan plane [1] . For a phased array scanner that electronically steers the transmit beam, the FOV is determined by the angular sensitivity of the transducer elements, each of which is roughly modeled as a point source radiating a beam within a given opening angle in front of the transducer. The FOV for phased arrays can be extended by registering and stitching together multiple images to form a panoramic view of a target area even without the use of an external positioning device [2] . Linear arrays electronically sweep an active aperture across the available elements to form an image, providing precise knowledge of the active aperture position relative to the rest of the array. By performing a phased array or parallel receive scan at each aperture position, images with overlapping FOVs are created and incoherently summed together to reduce speckle variance, a technique known as spatial compounding [3] .
Motion has been used to extend the ultrasound image into the elevation dimension as well by translating or rocking the array, each 2-D axial-lateral image plane forming one slice of the final image. Sparse aperture techniques increase the frame-rate of such a scan so that full 3-D images can be acquired in real-time [4] . In addition to pulse-echo imaging schemes, motion has been used to compute tomographic images using an array of transducers swept around a target, producing transmission projections at each aperture position that can be reconstructed into a volume image [5] .
In contrast to stacking image planes to extend FOVs or incoherently compounding overlapping regions to reduce speckle, synthetic aperture techniques employ the coherent summation of recorded backscattered RF signals in post-processing to improve image quality [6] , [7] . Receive channel data are collected for multiple transmit events with a known transmit and receive geometry. The time-of-flight of the propagating wave is calculated for every imaging point and receiving channel in order to create a focused image for each transmit event. These low-resolution RF subimages are combined to form a high-resolution image that is focused in both transmit and receive at all points throughout the image. Different transmit beam profiles -focused, plane or diverging waves -trade off between signal-0278-0062 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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to-noise ratio, effective aperture size, and lateral field of view [8] [9] [10] . While the axial resolution of the image is determined by the transmitted pulse length, the transverse resolution is determined by the extent of the transmit and receive apertures. The imaging system is described as a spatial bandpass filter and the filter response viewed in the frequency domain, or " -space" [11] . This framework can be used to predict the response of the imaging system to operations such as translation and rotation for arbitrary array configurations. -space theory is therefore useful in designing synthetic aperture configurations and will be used in this paper to describe the proposed synthesized aperture.
The "co-array", the 1-D equivalent to the -space description, has been used to implement a synthetic aperture scan with the same resolution as a full-aperture phased array scan using a reduced channel count. By strategically choosing transmit and receive sub-apertures electronically translated across the array and re-weighting the final contributions from each, the same -space coverage and therefore resolution and speckle texture can be attained [12] . Translating and rotating the array allows new regions of -space to be sampled, increasing the resolution of the system. High-resolution 3-D images have been formed by mechanically sweeping [13] or rocking [14] a linear array through the elevation dimension and combining a volume formed by each using a virtual source in elevation. Volumetric images can also be formed by rotating a linear array using diverging transmit beams [15] or using a helical scan geometry with a single focused element and virtual sources in both the lateral and elevation dimensions [16] .
Previous work has studied image quality metrics as a function of aperture size and concluded that using large apertures in vivo can result in improved contrast and resolution even in the presence of clutter [17] . At the large depths often required for abdominal and fetal imaging, an extended aperture has the potential to greatly improve imaging performance in challenging cases. We propose further improving image quality using synthetic aperture methods and a mechanically-swept transducer tracked by an external device, allowing for interrogation of an extended region in -space to form large, coherent apertures. In contrast to previous work on volumetric imaging, the focus of this method is to extend the effective aperture size and improve image quality in the plane of the physical array. This method of performing synthetic aperture imaging is similar to the methods employed in sonar and radar [18] . Unlike techniques that perform post-processing to achieve super-resolution through deconvolution [19] or sub-pixel motion [20] , the improved resolution from the swept aperture approach remains diffraction-limited by the synthesized aperture size.
We have previously presented studies of expected aberration effects [21] and robotic positioning [22] in the context of swept synthetic aperture imaging. Initial phantom and in vivo experiments have been recently presented [23] . This paper demonstrates a full implementation of the technique, describing the theory behind the swept synthetic aperture approach in Section II and the corresponding experimental methods used in Section III. Two practical concerns in implementation of the technique, aberration and mechanical stability, are explored in Sections IV-A and IV-B. Feasibility of the technique is Fig. 1 . Diagram of proposed swept synthetic aperture imaging system. A phased array transducer collects 2-D image data sets at every position using diverging waves (virtual source at or behind the array). Angular position tracking and a known transformation matrix between the axis of rotation and aperture allow for beamforming on a common coordinate system from all positions, accumulating a high-resolution image from a large synthetic aperture. demonstrated experimentally on phantom and in vivo targets in Section IV-C. Section V concludes with a discussion of extensions and limitations of the proposed technique.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH
The proposed swept synthetic aperture imaging system is detailed in Fig. 1 . A phased array transducer is mechanically swept over the target in an arc of a fixed radius, and the angular position is tracked by a high-precision rotary encoder. This motion is described as having one degree of freedom around a remote center of motion. The transformation matrix between the axis of rotation and the imaging coordinate system is known and is used to calculate a relative position in space of the transducer throughout the sweep. A diverging wave is produced from the center of the array at each position, and backscattered echoes are recorded on all receive channels. The echo data and position information are provided to the receive beamforming system to produce a low-resolution subimage from each position. Given precise knowledge of the position of the transmit and receive elements, each RF subimage created covers the same FOV while the transducer is mechanically scanned to produce different angular interrogations of the target. The RF subimage can be coherently summed with the accumulated RF image from previous transducer positions to produce a high-resolution output image.
While more overlap between reconstructed subimages from the different aperture positions is desirable, the spatial overlap does not adequately describe the image quality improvement. It is necessary to examine the -space description of the proposed synthetic aperture to predict the improvement in resolution. Fig. 2(a) ,(b) shows a Field II simulation [24] , [25] of a point target located at 10 cm depth imaged using a phased array (0.32 mm pitch, 64 elements) and a focused emission with a center frequency of 3.0 MHz. The top image shows the contour of -space calculated using the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the point spread function (PSF), while the bottom image shows the envelope-detected point target image. The PSF is approximately separable in the axial and lateral dimensions, with the shape of the Gaussian-weighted sinusoid transmit pulse in the axial dimension and a shape in the lateral dimension corresponding to the product of the Fourier -space is therefore Gaussian in the axial frequency dimension and approximately triangular in the lateral frequency dimension, shown by the profiles in gray in Fig. 2(a) ,(c). The product of these two shapes gives a "teardrop" shape that describes the axial and lateral spatial frequencies imaged by the system.
As the transducer rotates about a target, the -space region covered by the imaging system rotates about the origin accordingly. Fig. 2(c) shows -space for five aperture positions as the transducer is rotated about the point target with angles of degrees at a fixed radius of 10 cm. Each shift roughly corresponds to half the aperture length, creating significant overlap between consecutive imaging positions. Due to the Fourier transform relationship, a rotation of the imaging frame corresponds to a rotation of -space, represented by the five numbered teardrop shapes outlined in gray. The linearity of the imaging system means that the sum of these individual shapes gives the total -space representation, shown in black, covering a larger lateral spatial frequency extent than a single position. This total extent determines the highest spatial frequencies present in the image and therefore dictates resolution, as shown by the simulated point target in Fig. 2(d) .
The relative amplitudes of the spatial frequencies present, the topography of -space, determines the texture of imaged targets. For example, a system with only high lateral frequency components would represent a point target as a sinusoidal oscillation rather than a sharp point. It is also possible to weight the data from individual aperture or element positions to reshape -space, for example weighting the apertures numbered 1 through 5 with the vector to emphasize low lateral spatial frequencies and create a more conventional lateral transfer function with a triangular shape rather than the trapezoid shown in gray in Fig. 2 (c). While it is theoretically possible to completely sample a region of -space with non-overlapping apertures, redundant interrogations from overlapping interrogations increase the signal-to-noise ratio at each spatial frequency.
III. METHODS

A. Experimental System
The device used to prescribe the 1-degree-of-freedom rotational motion of the transducer is shown in Fig. 3 . The rotating axle is constructed from a solid 1.25"-diameter aluminum rod inserted into a pair of mounted bearings, which are rigidly mounted onto an acrylic block. One end of the rod is coupled to a HB6M hollow bore optical encoder (US Digital, Vancouver, WA) that is connected to a Beaglebone Black (BeagleBoard.org, Richardson, TX) with a custom interface board to measure motion at a resolution of 10000 counts per revolution in response to 1 trigger pulses at a rate of 1 kHz. The other end is connected to a three-piece frame made of 1.5"x3" 80/20 aluminum parts and a block of acrylic milled to firmly hold the ATL P4-2 transducer.
The mechanical transfer function to describe the rotation of the transducer in space given an encoder measurement was found using the Faro Edge measuring arm (FARO Technologies UK Ltd, United Kingdom). A least squares fit of a plane to points on the transducer face provided an origin and orientation with the axial dimension normal to the face. A circular fit of points around the end of the axle provided a center and normal direction for the axis of rotation. The calibration was refined empirically using wire-target data for use in subsequent experiments. The center of rotation was measured to be 10.2 cm from the face of the transducer at a horizontal distance of 53.0 cm from the base of the device.
RF channel data were acquired using a Verasonics Vantage ultrasound system (Verasonics Inc., Kirkland, WA) and the ATL P4-2 transducer. Each swept aperture acquisition was prefaced by a fully-sampled single-position synthetic aperture acquisition, transmitting diverging waves from each element of the transducer and recording channel data on all elements. The angular position of the single-position acquisition was used to define the orientation of the swept aperture image. The swept aperture acquisition was started by manual motion of the rotating arm. Image frames were acquired by firing 12 elements using a virtual source behind the array at a pulse repetition frequency of 1 kHz for a duration of one second. The arm was swept over a region between 30 and 45 degrees without a predefined motion profile during the one second acquisition period. Receive channel data and the recorded motion profile were stored for offline processing.
The targets imaged were submerged in an aqueous solution with a sound speed of 1540 m/s to avoid deflection of the transducer due to contact. Plastic monofilament targets with a diameter of 0.2 mm were imaged in a solution of 1-propanol [26] . A CIRS Model 068 fetal phantom (CIRS Inc., Norfolk, VA) was used to image structures in the fetal brain in the same 1-propanol solution. In vivo human liver was imaged by submerging the volunteer in a salt water solution [27] positioned for a typical transverse imaging slice.
Position-dependent beamforming was performed using the calibrated geometric description of the system. The transducer, a plane of elements centered at the origin with normal vector in the axial direction, was rotated about an arbitrary axis pointed along the mechanical axle. The transducer element locations were rotated about the axis using standard transformation matrices (1) where is the calibrated translation from the transducer origin to the axle origin, and are the calibrated rotations about their respective axes to align the coordinate system of the array with the axis of rotation of the device, and is the measured rotation from the rotary encoder.
Using the transformed transducer element locations , the channel data were focused to produce a 2-D image slice in the plane of rotation for a subset of transmit events using standard diverging wave synthetic aperture focusing. The time-of-flight between the transmitting element or virtual source located at , the in-plane imaging point located at , and the receiving element located at , at a speed of sound is given by (2) If the sweep were performed at a constant velocity, the trapezoidal profile shown in Fig. 2(c) would be produced. The experimental data instead contain regions of acceleration and deceleration, causing unequal weighting in -space that tends to emphasize high spatial frequencies. A subset of 100 frames representing data collected at equally-spaced angular positions was selected from each scan in order to remove this effect before summation to produce a high-resolution final image. For phantom and in vivo images, a triangular weighting was applied to produce a synthetic transmit apodization in order to create a more conventional PSF shape, as described in [23] . In the resulting images, contrast and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) [28] were measured as (3) (4) where and are the mean values and and are the standard deviations inside and outside the region of interest.
B. Aberration Characterization
A second setup was used to collect ex vivo data for the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of synthesizing large apertures in the presence of clutter from aberration and reverberation. The Siemens ACUSON SC2000 ultrasound system (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., Mountain View, CA) and 4Z1c volumetric transducer (0.4 mm pitch, 1.92 cm 1.44 cm aperture) were used with a custom imaging sequence to collect sub-aperture receive channel I/Q data for 3 3 element groups across the lateral and elevation extents of the array [29] . Acquired data were stored with corresponding transducer positions for offline processing. A preliminary analysis of this data set has been previously presented [21] and is extended here.
Imaging was performed in a tank filled with the 1-propanol solution described above. The imaging target was a custom agar phantom with a 0.25-mm-diameter sapphire embedded inside, located 7.1 cm from the transducer face. The transducer was mounted on a Newport URS50 rotation stage coupled to a threeaxis Newport UTM100/ILS100 translation stage (Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA), allowing precise position and orientation control of the transducer (5 on-axis accuracy, 1.5 unidirectional repeatability on each linear axis and 0.03 degree accuracy, 0.002 degree unidirectional repeatability in rotation). The translation/rotation stage was used in place of the rotating arm in this experiment to isolate the effects of aberration from any mechanical uncertainty introduced by the arm. The transducer was stepped over 101 positions spanning 30.8 degrees, 0.305 degrees per step, translating and rotating the array to follow an arc with a radius of 7.1 cm and place the target at the center of the sweep. The importance of sufficient angular sampling has been explored in [21] . At each transducer position, each laterally-centered 3 3 sub-aperture through elevation was used to transmit a diverging wave without apodization. This acquisition sequence was chosen to resemble the continuous sweep performed with the experimental rotating arm, using the elevation dimension in transmit only to increase the electronic signalto-noise ratio.
Immediately after the point target control acquisition and without moving the target fixture, the same sequence was repeated with the addition of ex vivo tissue directly in front of the transducer. Approximately 10 cm 20 cm (2 cm thick) of canine anterior abdominal wall was harvested, consisting of skin (hair removed), subcutaneous fat, fascia, abdominal muscle (including rectus abdominus and transverse abdominus) and peritoneum. Adipose tissue underlying the peritoneum was removed. The overall thickness and elasticity were conserved by mounting the tissue immediately following excision onto a plastic frame and submerging the structure in the tank. The frame was designed with a curve to match the arc swept by the transducer to maintain contact between the array and the tissue, but a separation on the order of 1 mm may have been present at certain scan locations due to variations in the tissue height. The depth of the point target relative to the transducer remained the same as in the fluid path experiment. Data through the aberrating layer from positions 31-38 (out of 101) were lost due to technical malfunction and are omitted from the control case to provide fair comparison.
An axial-lateral plane for 2-D PSF analysis was chosen by finding the location of the peak value in the elevation dimension from the envelope-detected data. Axial-lateral RF PSFs were extracted from the beamformed data sets in this plane using a 5 mm axial 11 mm lateral window. -space content was calculated using a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the extracted RF PSF. Lateral PSF profiles were taken from the center of the point target and were normalized to the peak brightness value. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) was measured as the distance between the points of the lateral profile. Cystic resolution, a contrast-based measure of off-axis scattering at the center of a hypothetical lesion, was calculated as the ratio of energy in the 2-D PSF outside a circular region of radius compared to the total energy of the PSF [30] : (5) where is the envelope signal and is a mask function with value 0 inside the lesion and 1 outside.
To help explain the observed PSF, the effective phase screen between each transducer element and the target was estimated using the arrival time of the recorded wave [31] , [32] . The use of a matrix transducer allows for spatial resolution of the aberrating layer in both the lateral and elevation dimensions. Regularized, weighted linear least squares estimation was used to identify the wave arrival time robustly in the presence of noise and clutter. The observation vector is described as a linear sum of individual element delays selected by the model matrix and weighted by . The model matrix consists of differences between pairs of delays, measured by cross-correlation between elements, and an estimate of absolute arrival time for each element, measured by cross-correlation with a model waveform. A two-dimensional regularization term is included to enforce spatial smoothness of estimates across the aperture using a second-order central finite difference. The estimates for each aperture position are given by (6) This process was repeated for each transducer position for both the control and aberrating layer imaging setups.
C. Mechanical Simulation
Simulations were performed to analyze the effect of mechanical precision on the reconstructed image and to compare to the observed image quality metrics for the experimental system. Mechanical errors fall into two main categories: jitter error and calibration error. Jitter error is a unique random error present in each frame due to random uncertainty in the measurement device or unaccounted motion in the rigid arm. Calibration error is a single error present in the transformation matrix used to relate the coordinate system of the imaging plane to the rotary encoder measurement. Both errors are expected to be present in a mechanical system to varying degrees, so we examine the effects of both types of error on the reconstructed image quality.
The position of the simulated point target in the global coordinate frame is described by two standard spatial transformations applied to the observed position of the point target in the initial imaging frame : (7) represents the initial position of the arm as reported by the tracking device, and represents the calibration from the end of the arm to the origin of the imaging plane.
Subsequent positions of the arm, , are described as a rotation within the imaging plane in relation to the initial position: (8) where errors are present in both the tracking device, , and the calibration matrix, . The observed point target for each frame then suffers additional tracking (jitter) error :
Each type of error was allowed to vary in all 6 degrees of freedom, simulating arbitrary unknown translation and rotation of the aperture as it was swept over 45 degrees in 2.5-degree increments at a radius of 10 cm. Errors were tested up to 0.2 mm translation and 0.2 degrees rotation for , and 3 mm translation and 3 degrees rotation for . These represent plausible bounds for the experimental device we seek to construct. For each combination of error magnitudes, the results from 20 error realizations were averaged. The spread of the point cloud formed by imaging over the sweep of the transducer is described by the reconstruction precision in each dimension (axial, lateral, elevation) [33] : (10) where is the average point location of the reconstructions. An ideal reconstruction precision would be zero in all dimensions, where there is no uncertainty in positioning and therefore no observed motion of the imaged point between frames.
The same transducer positions and error realizations were used with Field II to analyze the impact on image quality observed from a point target. The FWHM and the cystic resolution at a radius of 0.65 mm, between the main lobe and first side lobes for the ideal PSF, were measured for each case and averaged over the 20 error realizations. For comparison, reconstruction precision, FWHM and cystic resolution were measured from a set of images of a wire target acquired using the experimental system. In this case, the transducer was swept over 44.2 degrees and 100 subimages were produced.
IV. RESULTS
A. Aberration Analysis
The proposed swept aperture method requires coherent alignment of the backscattered echoes from multiple transmit and receive positions to successfully improve the PSF. Aberration acts as a partially-correlated random phase shift that may cause destructive interference and limit the gains that can be made using a swept synthetic aperture. To evaluate the impact of an ex vivo aberrating layer, PSFs for a single aperture position and swept aperture are shown with and without the layer in the imaging path in Fig. 4 .
The single-position images demonstrate worse resolution than a conventional image would because of the single-element transmit aperture used to produce each subimage. To fairly compare the effect of aberration between the control and the tissue cases, the data corresponding to the missing transmit events in the tissue case have also been removed from the control case, creating an asymmetry in the PSF and a region of lower amplitude in -space. There is sufficient spatial redundancy in the data to complete the aberration analysis even without these transmit events. It should also be noted that the top agar interface produces reverberation clutter on the order of with respect to the point target and for the following analysis is considered the noise floor for the extracted PSF.
Image metrics that describe the changes in the PSF between each case are given in Table I . As expected, resolution measured by FWHM greatly improves between the single and swept apertures in each case due to the larger effective aperture. In the presence of aberration, the resolution improvement is only 72.9% compared to 77.0% in the control case. Larger differences are seen in the behavior of the side lobes, measured from the left half of the PSF where the worst distortion is observed. The first side lobe of the swept aperture PSF is raised by 3.75 dB in the tissue compared to the control case. The second side lobe is also raised by 3.84 dB. Cystic resolution over the displayed range of radii demonstrates the importance of resolution to target resolvability. Each small plateau in the curve represents a radius between lobes of the PSF, while dips occur when a sidelobe moves into the cyst region. Comparing the tissue case to the control case for the swept synthetic aperture, the cystic resolution only begins to vary on the order of 1-2 dB around the location of the second sidelobes. This suggests that while significant image improvements can be achieved, the image may suffer from a raised noise floor due to additional off-axis scattering.
The difference between the -space representations for the control and tissue cases in Fig. 4(b) and (d) is explained by the effective phase screen created by the aberrating layer, shown in Fig. 5 . The right side of -space, corresponding to the left side (beginning) of the sweep, shows significantly lower amplitude when the aberrating layer is present, indicating destructive interference or reduced signal amplitude. The phase profile of the aberrating layer shows a matching asymmetry, creating large distortions in the beginning of the sweep compared to the later positions. The RMS error on the left side of the sweep was 58.0 ns, compared to 18.3 ns in the center region and 30.2 ns for the smaller peak on the right side. This result motivates finding a good acoustic window in vivo and suggests that while it may be beneficial to identify and correct or discard subsets of data that have been more severely distorted, it may not always be necessary in order to produce an improved image. 
B. Mechanical Analysis
One important difference between the two types of mechanical errors is the shape of the reconstructed point cloud made up of the observed point target locations from each position. The jitter error is expected to produce a normal cloud of points in all dimensions, each point location independent of the others. The calibration error results in correlated errors in each frame, producing an arc of points with a particular orientation and extent. The results for the two types of errors are presented separately due to these fundamental differences. Even broken into translation and rotation error, different realizations of error with the same total magnitude may preferentially affect different aspects of the resulting image quality, leading to variability in the simulation plots. Each pixel represents the average behavior, while individual error realizations may produce a higher or lower value of the image metric based on its six components. Despite this averaging, the FWHM plots do not show the smooth behavior observed in the other plots. The FWHM is limited in its ability to describe performance when the PSF is distorted, varying erratically as side lobes rise and fall past the level. The results for the error are shown in Fig. 6 and the results for the error are shown in Fig. 7 . For , the dominant effect of jitter error on reconstruction precision appears in the lateral and elevation dimensions, approximately double the effect on the axial dimension. All three dimensions show low sensitivity to translation error within these bounds compared to rotation error. Cystic resolution follows the same trend as lateral FWHM. Both metrics are degraded by a factor of 2 (or 6 dB) by a combined error of 0.06 degrees and 60 . For , the dominant effect of calibration error on reconstruction precision appears in the axial dimension and is a result of both rotation and translation errors. Lateral reconstruction precision worsens primarily with increasing translation error. The elevation reconstruction precision, due to the axial-lateral nature of the proposed sweep, shows little error in all cases. The FWHM in this case does not show the same sensitivity as the cystic resolution because the PSF is skewed with calibration error, affecting the extent of side lobes but not necessarily The cystic resolution shows a degradation of 6 dB at 1.05 mm and 1.05 degrees of error. As expected, the swept aperture imaging system is more tolerant to calibration error than jitter error. Calibration error, since it is constant throughout the sweep, can steer the reconstructed image without significant distortion, unlike jitter error.
Results from the experimental wire target are shown in Fig. 8 . Using a 44.2 degree sweep, the resolution of the swept aperture point target was 0.45 mm. In 2-D imaging, the elevation dimension (within the slice thickness) is projected into the in-plane image, so only axial and lateral reconstruction precision can be measured experimentally. The reconstruction precision was 82. 8 in the lateral dimension and 17.8 in the axial dimension, or 18.3% of the lateral PSF and 3.5% of the axial wavelength. At a radius of 0.65 mm, the cystic resolution was
. These results show favorable performance compared to the cystic resolution and FWHM simulation plots, matching 0.02 mm and 0.02 degrees of jitter error or 0.6 mm and 0.6 degrees of calibration error. In reality, the magnitude of each type of error is likely lower because the observed imaging performance is a combination of the two effects.
C. Phantom and in Vivo Demonstration
In order to demonstrate experimental feasibility, we present two swept synthetic aperture data sets using the rotating arm of Fig. 3 . Image quality metrics are compared for the conventional full synthetic aperture and swept synthetic aperture methods in Table II . Paired images for the fetal phantom are shown in Fig. 9 for a swept aperture scan of 41.6 degrees. The branches of the ventricles are obscured by off-axis scattering and poor resolution in the original image. These structures are clearly visible in the swept aperture image due to the improved resolution. The skull, the bright outer layer of the phantom, is much better defined in the swept aperture image. The finer speckle texture throughout the image indicates the inclusion of a wider range of spatial frequency information, while the improved edge resolution and new details visible indicate proper reconstruction of the image based on the angular position information. Contrast and CNR are improved for the central anechoic region in the swept synthetic aperture case. Fig. 10 shows results of in vivo liver imaging for a swept aperture scan of 35.0 degrees. The abdominal layer, the liver and the vasculature throughout the image all show the expected improvement in resolution. The extent of the sweep was limited by the available acoustic window defined by the ribs, which will vary among patients and imaging targets. As in the phantom image in Fig. 9 , the speckle texture is finer and vessel boundaries demonstrate improved lateral resolution for the swept synthetic aperture image. Both contrast and CNR, shown in Table II , drastically increase for the three anechoic targets outlined, reflecting improved visibility. The "large", "medium" and "small" targets are shown in the inset from top right, counterclockwise. The smallest target is on the order of the original lateral speckle size and is only clearly identified in the swept synthetic aperture image.
It is worth noting that in both cases improvements are seen throughout the image, not just at the center of rotation. The synthetic aperture is created wherever there exists overlap between multiple transmit events. The use of a diverging wave enables the formation of a large effective aperture beginning within the first few centimeters from the transducer face at the expense of signal-to-noise ratio at depth.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have experimentally explored the feasibility of swept synthetic aperture imaging using a simplified mechanical system and performed tests of effects that would degrade the PSF. The observed improvements in image quality with increasing aperture size would also be applicable to a large conventional array if one were constructed. At the price of significantly increased channel count and cost, a large array would improve the scan time from one second for the device presented here to tens of milliseconds and remove the complication of mechanical errors.
The swept aperture system is also a powerful tool for investigational work requiring unconventional array sizes or shapes. As in [17] , data could be processed with varying apodizations to study the effect of aperture size and weighting with matched in vivo data sets. The large spatial extent of the data sets, including interrogations from numerous angles, could provide insight into clutter and serve as a platform to test new adaptive algorithms to remove it. The technology gives new capabilities to track motion from multiple angles and to compensate the resulting images for both target and transducer motion. The ability to create arbitrary array patterns and to collect full synthetic aperture data sets allows great flexibility in asking fundamental questions about acoustics and image quality that could otherwise only be studied by constructing these arrays at great expense or in simulation.
Aberration is one complication that warrants more study in vivo in the context of the large coherent aperture formed. Aberration correction can be performed by treating the tissue layer as a phase screen in front of each element of the array, adjusting the focal delays for each aperture position on transmit and receive using cross-correlation across the array [34] or optimizing a quality factor such as point target size or speckle brightness [35] . As the effective aperture size grows, the magnitude of and the degradation caused by the aberration are expected to increase [31] , [36] . However, a larger aperture can capture a wider extent of the returning wavefront and enable more accurate aberration correction [32] , [37] . Where aberration correction is not possible, perhaps due to computational complexity or inadequate channel signal-to-noise ratio, using a large aperture allows the omission of apertures that are not coherent with the accumulated image or the use of a combination of coherent and incoherent compounding to take advantage of all acquired data [38] , [39] .
Tissue motion limits the total scan time available to form a coherent aperture. During a breath hold, cardiac-induced axial motion in the abdomen can peak around 1 mm/s [40] . The effect of lateral and elevational motion on coherent summation depends on the PSF width and therefore worsens with increased effective aperture size [41] . Work to develop motion compensation algorithms and faster acquisition sequences will be important to robust implementation of swept synthetic aperture imaging. Due to the cyclical nature of cardiac-induced motion, it may also be possible to use frames from multiple cycles in a longer acquisition if the correlation can be detected across varying spatial locations.
Future studies will require a more mechanically advanced system in order to reliably produce images using large coherent apertures. The current system is limited in that it assumes a known relationship between the rotary encoder and the face of the transducer. Any deflection of the transducer relative to the rotating shaft due to applied force, contact with the patient or vibration due to the natural frequencies of the rigid arm are not tracked and cause a failure of the synthetic aperture beamforming. A system that precisely tracks the transducer with six degrees of freedom would allow for correction of these issues and allow for easier scanning of a patient outside of a water tank. Additionally, such a system would allow for more favorable viewing angles and acoustic windows, providing the ability to steer around the rib cage. With the use of a matrix array, arbitrary interrogation of the region of interest in three dimensions could be used to build up higher-resolution volumes than current aperture sizes allow.
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